 
    
       
had received a postcard from a realtor: “Susan B. Anthony’s birthplace is for sale!” I knew
immediately who to call: Carol Crossed.

C

         
B. Anthony lived and died before her most cherished
dream of women’s suffrage was realized. Carol had
toured Anthony’s Rochester home many times, and she
              
home where Anthony was born in Adams, Massachusetts.
 !        "
when they discussed the purchase of the house.

# 

$      %
Carol had only seen the house from the outside. Perhaps it was
    !"     "    
down the one and only bid at auction.
$    &'()***      
down payment on “the money pit.”

    +  !"   +-**(
/  0      1  2 

3   4 5    
it for ourselves. Carol made arrangements for us to see the
home—inside and out.
Despite the dilapidated state of the house, we couldn’t help
"        %
Together we wandered through a home that had housed many
      6   # +  
"   '7'7       8%
The march of time and people through the home was evident.
“Modern conveniences” introduced over time had undermined
   "  / 9  %$    
       +    "  
out and replaced with a full bath in the latter half of the 20th
century. The only sections of the house that remained in their
        "    6   
foundation, and the attic three stories above with handcrafted

Susan B. Anthony Was Born
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 # +  !  %
/  6      
    <     &(=****<
into restoring the house. When I revisited the Susan B. Anthony
>  5   
 / "-*'*
   "      %+ 
had been completed, with two restored chimneys. Two new
   "   %3    "  
 " 9  6    %4   8 
new supports for beams, previously undermined by an invasion
of hungry termites, had been revealed.
$ 9     >%+  " 
         ?  
the day. The front left room is once again a general store. Cross
      6
     
   @      
       9    
 "   8%4   
   
      
        
E" F  %+       
   "             
"       "      
Husted Harper’s The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony.
$ "   "  E 0 
Room.” Visitors to the museum should plan on spending some
time in this room, where Susan B. Anthony Birthplace Museum
"  " 0 0       
carefully, lovingly, and thoughtfully crafted a timeline of
Susan B. Anthony’s life. They dedicated one wall after another
to her many efforts—abolition, suffrage, and temperance—
  6    The Revolution against
“Restellism,” a term of the day referring to both abortifacients
and surgical abortions. One wall is dominated by a display case
          %$ 0 
Room is a powerful testament to the tireless advocacy efforts of
  6  %
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G6       "   "" 
     / "'J-*'*   >%
Anthony’s 190th birthday. As assembled guests and museum
supporters waited for the ceremony to begin, we congregated
  N          
  >%+     6Q     Q 
that celebrate Anthony’s life and women’s suffrage by local
"  U3   % " +  !
contributions—along with ProLife Feminism: Yesterday and
Today and  /  0  !Covetable Stuff®—grace
the shelves.
1       /   
0   //0 X"    Y 
from across Massachusetts. Dr. Mildred Jefferson (see page
14) was among the latter. The visitor who traveled farthest to
     5U #   9" 
historian who, while teaching women’s history, has perhaps done
most to uncover the truth about the early American suffragists’
opposition to abortion.

#    "  !" # <   
children and grandchildren—beamed with pride for Carol’s
accomplishment. The day felt victorious. 5 
smiling. Yours will, too, when you visit Susie B’s birthplace.
It is impossible to underestimate the passion and dedication
of Carol, the Board of Directors, and the volunteer team at the
 %$       
the way Susan B. Anthony and her family lived in the home of
her birth, we can better understand and appreciate her legacy
today. The restoration of the Susan B. Anthony Birthplace
Museum is a gift for many generations to come.
Brava, Carol. You and your team have earned a standing ovation,
       !       
 % 
 " k 

Sally Winn acted as master of ceremonies at a later
celebration at the Adams Library. A descendant
of Daniel Anthony, Eric Anthony, and his wife
2  
    %$  9  
Gabriella Holland delighted the crowd with a
dramatization of Susan B. Anthony’s life. Sally
led a round of “Happy Birthday,” and a day of
N      "    
the Susan B. Anthony Room.
Editor’s note: This year we celebrate both the 190th
birthday of Susan B. Anthony and the 90th anniversary of
the 19th Amendment.
Photos across the top: Carol Crossed cut the ribbon at
the museum’s grand opening. Daniel Anthony’s store.
The kitchen hearth. The room in which Susan B. Anthony
was born. Photo left: Carol welcomes visitors. Photo right:
Feminists for Life speaker Sally A. Winn, her daughters
Hannah and Emily, and FFL president Serrin M. Foster
gather at the Adams Library for the festivities.
Photos reprinted with permission of the Susan B. Anthony
Birthplace Museum.
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